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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about an RFT test datapool? 

A. It is exclusive for only one test script. 

B. It is a collection of related data records. 

C. It is automatically generated during script record. 

D. It is a collection of related test scripts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three actions are possible with RFT? (Choose three.) 

A. use a wizard to substitute literals with datapool variables 

B. substitute literals in verification points with datapool variables 

C. create a datapool while recording a data-driven script 

D. create scripts in c# 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

The two phases of playing back a script are script development and _____. 

A. unit testing 

B. manual verification 

C. reviewing results 

D. regression testing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

The tester resets their test environment and sets the playback environment. 

What is the tester ready to do? 

A. record the test 
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B. set recording options 

C. view and analyze the results 

D. play back the script 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What can be tested when recording a verification point? 

A. an objects data only 

B. an objects data or properties only 

C. whether or not the object is working 

D. an objects data, properties, or existence 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three methods write to the RFT log? (Choose three.) 

A. logError() 

B. logDefect() 

C. logInfo() 

D. logWarning() 

E. logSuccess() 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which branches under Preferences contain specific settings to enable the ClearCase integration? 

A. Workbench and Test 

B. Functional Test and Run/Debug 

C. Workbench and Team 

D. Plug-in Development and Functional Test 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about Functional Tester scripts and datapools? 

A. All scripts are associated with either a private or shared datapool, and a script cannot exist without a datapool 

B. There are three types of datapools: private, shared and global 

C. The datapool associated with a script cannot be changed once the association has been made 

D. A datapool can be created while in recording mode 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the default values for retry interval and maximum retry time? 

A. 2 second retry interval, 20 seconds maximum retry time 

B. 5 second retry interval, 30 seconds maximum retry time 

C. 1 second retry interval, 5 seconds maximum retry time 

D. 3 second retry interval, 15 seconds maximum retry time 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

In which situation is it best to use the Browser Enablement Diagnostic tool? 

A. when the web browser does not launch when invoked through Functional Tester 

B. when testers are trying to determine if their web browsers are compatible with Functional Tester 

C. when Functional Tester is in the recording process and no HTML objects are being recognized 

D. when Functional Tester is not able to launch the viewlet comparator on the HTML log 

Correct Answer: C 
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